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OF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

1 2020 Thomas Parisi 5_10 145 L/L Somers

5-foot-10, 145-pounds with a frame able to handle more 
weight. Balanced approach in the OF, stays behind the ball, 74 

arm strength, with a quick release. Even stance in the box, 
medium leg kick. Bat waggle pre swing, 82 mph bat speed, up 

the middle approach.

7.7 82 74

4 2019 Elijah Diaz 5_8 165 L/L All Hallows

Ran a 7.19 60 yard dash, has a slight frame, athletic build. 
Above average arm strength with carry at 83 mph. Uses body 

extremely well for throws. In the box he's fluid with a 
repeatable swing path,  90 mph bat speed. One handed 

medium finish. Explosive hip transfer with a mostly level barrel, 
line drive single back up the middle in 1st inning @ UE. 

7.19 90 83

7 2020 Daniel Dalrymple 5_10 165 R/R Lynbrook

Ran a 7.06 60-yard dash. Average frame, lean build with room 
to grow. 79 mph arm strength with carry to the bag. Quick and 
athletic in the OF. Glides in his routes to cut off balls. Long arm 
action.  In the  box, upright stance, quiet approach. Front side 
closes off beofre contact point. Barrel is mostly level through 

contact, pull side power, 83 mph exit velo. 

7.06 83 79

11 2019 Austin Vlahakis 5_9 165 R/R Oceanside

5-foot-9, 165-pounds, average frame, athletic build, ran a 7.25 
60. 81 mph arm from the OF with an upright finish, gets 

through his throws to the target. In the box,  raises hands on 
approach and has a small leg raise that times up well, compact 
path,  above average bat speed (86) and stays on the ball well. 

Barrel control to all fields. 

7.25 86 81

23 2020 Connor Bradshaw 6_2 170 L/R Trinity Pawling

6-foot-2, 170-pounds, large frame, lean build, projectable.  Ran 
an impressive 6.96 60 yard dash. 85 mph arm strength with 
carry, quick and athletic in OF. Long arm, and could use legs 

better behind his throws. In the box, open stance, with low set 
hands. Slightly crouched stance, with high leg kick. Long swing 

with  one handed finish. Above average pull side power with 87 
mph exit velo. 

6.96 87 85

MIF 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

2 2020 Eric Yost 6_0 165 R/R Fordham Prep

Good frame at 6-foot-0, 165-pounds. Active footwork 
transitioning into throw, smooth actions. 84 mph arm strength. 

Quick hands. In the box, bat path has slight lift, 86 mph exit 
velo. Power to gaps projection. 

7.61 86 84

8 2019 Andrew Veit 5_11 150 R/R Bellport

5-foot-11, 150-pounds very athletic evidenced by his 6.73 60, 
quick clean arm. Loose active actions. Solid footwork. Moves 

well when making plays. In the box he shows 83 mph exit velo 
barrel speed, mostly level through contact,  sprays the ball gap 

to gap.

6.73 83 80

13 2019 Chad Gartland 6_1 170 R/R Irondequoit

Good size and frame at 6-foot-1, 170. Long arm action with 77 
mph arm-strength. Quick feet. Plays with intent. actions are 

aggressive. In the box, loose and repeatable, path gets a touch 
long, hard contact with 87 mph exit velo. 

7.74 87 77

17 2020 Jagger Nucci 6_1 180 R/R Greece Athena

Projectable frame and build, ran a 7.46 60..Defensively,  very 
solid sound actions. Loose/quick, 78 mph arm strength. Moves 

easily. In the box, it's relaxed, sompact swing. 86 mph bat 
speed. Lift in swing. Gap to gap power. Solid propsect to follow. 

7.46 86 78

Catchers 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm Pop Time Range
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9 2020 Henry Juan 5_11 185 R/R Horseheads

Well built, athletic, active footwork, still learning the catching 
position. Loose arm action 76 mph arm with a 2.07 pop-time. In 
the box, balanced stance, smooth level bat path, above average 

bat speed at 89 mph, solid contact with plus power potential. 
Doubled down the LF line in inning 1 @UE. Single to LF in 9th @ 

UE. 

7.63 89 76 2.07-2.21

10 2019 Billy Sullivan 5_8 160 R/R Nyack

Energy behind the plate standing 5-foot-8, 160-pounds. Arm 
shows great action and strength at 80 mph with a 1.91 pop time 
in the workout. In the box, wide stance, good hip rotation with 
high finish, solid and compact at point of contact with 86 mph 

exit velo. 

7.08 86 80 (85 OF) 1.91-2.01

16 2019 Kyle Vachon 6_0 212 R/R Glens Falls

Well built and durable, wide base, long arm action, average 
footwork and release, 75 mph arm strength with a 2.08 pop 
time. In the box, wide and relaxed, minimal hand movement, 

upright stance, short and compact to the ball, 86 mph exit velo. 

/ 86 75 2.08-2.22

3B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

18 2020 Cole Zaffiro 6_2 155 R/R Manhasset

Solid frame standing 6-foot-2, 155-pounds, average actions 
defensively, stays behind the ball with a wide base. In the box,  

relaxed set-up at the plate. Good contact a compact barrel 
path. Fluid,  83 mph exit velo.

7.77 83 76

1B 60 Time Exit Velocity Positional Arm

6 2021 Nick Cutaia 5_10 170 L/R Fox Lane

5-foot-10, 170-pounds, stays through the ball, long arm action 
with 74 mph arm-strength. In the box, narrow stance with a 

high leg kick, hands drop slightly, finishes with a upward tilt in 
his bat path, 87 mph exit velo with consistent contact. 

7.72 87 74

22 2019 Donovan Rhoden 6_2 225 R/R Ballston Spa

Well built, large frame, 6-foot-2, 225-pounds. Open glove out in 
front, moves around bag well for size, high 3/4 arm slot 70 mph 

arm-strength. In the box he's wide and relaxed, power in the 
swing path, above average bat speed, finishes with upward tilt, 

smooth load and balanced finish. 

8.11 86 70

P Peak FB FB Range CB/SL Range CH Range Other

3

2019 Evan Crook 6_0 155 R/R Liverpool

Lean Athletic build with smooth mechanics. Shows mid ¾ 
release point with good drive down the mound. Fastball sits 77-
79 MPH and peaked at 82 MPH. Change up sat 68-70 MPH with 

good breaking action and was consistent in the strike zone.

82 77-79 68-70

5

2019 Austin Lux 5_9 165 R/R Springville Griffith

Medium size frame with good actions and athleticism. Repeats 
his delivery and maintains good body control. Works in a 

straight line and keeps everything working towards home plate. 
Arm gets fully extended on his backside when he breaks his 

heads but he shortens up as he finishes his throwing motion. 
Stays behind his FB well and creates tight spin on his SL. Good 

pace/tempo on the mound. 

82 80 71-74

11

2020 Will Jackman 6_1 205 R/R AN Myer

Big body frame. Powerful leg drive towards target. Loose arm 
action with 3/4 arm slot. Compact mechanically. CB/SLD has 

tight break and keeps it off plate away from hitters. Works only 
from the stretch. Shows potential for more velo with increased 

strength and increased lower half drive. Long stride leg gets him 
down the mound tends to drag arm at times. Some run on 2-

seam able to fool hitters with CB. 

83 79-82 65-68
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14

2020 Joseph Peregrim III 6_3 155 R/R Shaker

Tall and lean with athletic build. Features a mid ¾ release point 
with fastball sitting 75-77 MPH peaking at 77 MPH. Curveball 

shows tight action sitting 66-68 MPH. Change up range was 66-
69 MPh showing good sinking action.

77 75-77 66-68 66-69

1 2020 Thomas Parisi 5_10 145 L/L Somers

Lanky body style. Slow tempo stays in control during windup 
progression. High leg lift with inconsistent leg drive towards 
target. Mid-high 3/4 arm slot action. Loopy CB action with 

average spin. Needs to keep ball down and move side to side to 
be effective. Increased arm strength will be beneficial. 

76 73-75 64-66

13 2019 Chad Gartland 6_1 170 R/R Irondequoit

Tall with a wide frame. Broad shoulders with room to add more 
strength. Deliberate tempo with good balance and body 

control. Arm action is clean and works from a high 3/4 slot. 
Simple delivery with no wasted movement. Aggressive finish. FB 
is relatively straight but he does a good job of keeping it around 

the zone. CB has consistent 11/5 shape to it and he shows a 
good feel for it. Flashed a straight CH as well. 

82 81-78 69-71 70-71

7 2020 Daniel Dalrymple 5_10 165 R/R Lynbrook

Slender physique. Calm and in control during windup. High 3/4 
arm slot with live arm action. Tends to lead with toe pointed at 
target on impact and consistently falls off towards glove side. 

Adding arm strength will make big difference

77 75-77

18 2020 Cole Zaffiro 6_2 155 R/R Manhasset

Tall, slim frame with wide set shoulders and long arms. Loose 
and whippy arm action from a low 3/4 slot. Steady tempo and 

pace to his delivery. Has some cross action to his stride and 
landing but extends over his front side enough to make it work. 

Gets FB to his glove side consistently. Breaking ball has 10/5 
shape to it and he throws it with good hand speed. Has room 

for added weight and development. 

82 76-81 70-72

12 2019 Kevin Brady R/R Cornwall

Slender body type. Loose and relaxed tempo. Stays in control 
during windup. Creates deception with high leg kick and slight 
pause before exploding to the plate. Glides fluidly down the 

mound staying on his line. Long arm take away but his quick to 
get arm up to his 3/4 arm slot. Minimal armside run but does 
keep the ball down. Shows ability to keep hitters honest with 

offspeed mix. CB has average downward action and spin. 

80 78-80 64-66

17 2020 Jagger Nucci 6_1 180 R/R Greece Athena

Tall lean build with fluid mechanics. Mid ¾ release point with 
consistency in the strike zone. Fastball range was 75-78 MPH 
peaking at 78 MPH showing a good arm side run. Change up 

range was 66-68 MPH with good sinking action. Curveball was 
55-58 MPH was a slow break action.

78 75-78 55-58 66-68

2 2020 Eric Yost 6_0 165 R/R Fordham Prep

Lean athletic build with with loose arm action. Smooth 
mechanics with good lower body drive. Mid ¾ release point, 
fastball sat 79-81 MPH and peaked at 83 MPH. Shows control 
with curveball spotting well in zone with a sharp cross plate 
break sitting 65-67 MPH. Change up is consistent with good 

down breaking action sitting 70-75 MPH. 

83 79-81 65-67 70-75


